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Abstract: Conflicts regarding water management pose particular challenge for negotiation. Especially, large scale water 
development projects, like dams, are often the source of conflict over political, institutional, economic, environmental 
and many other issues. A negotiation resolution of such a water dispute may face many difficulties because of the 
great variety and number of positions or/and interests about water resources among stakeholders. The present study 
aims to present a realistic analysis of conflict experiences which stem from the case study of Peiros - Parapeiros Dam 
(Greece). It aims to capture the broad spectrum of the possible intentions of the four main users of the Dam; three 
municipalities and one industrial area. It analyses the dynamics of the users, as well as their strategies and 
interventions across them and predicts the path of negotiations by creating improved programming that responds to 
the relations among the four main water users. The analysis is based on graph theory (GT), conflict analysis (CA), 
data envelopment analysis (DEA), principal component analysis (PCA) and fuzzy logic (FL). The model applied is 
the Evolutionary Model of Multilateral Negotiations (EMMN). The study intends to help identifying practical 
solutions via a flexible negotiation support system (NSS). The findings of the model may furnish insights into the 
resolution of Peiros Parapeiros Dam Conflict and may contribute in reducing negotiating time and cost for decision 
makers in a broader way. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Dams, as many other large-scale water development projects, have often been the source of 
conflict among institutional and stakeholder groups involved. In such cases, the majority of arising 
conflicts is associated to water allocation issues, operational matters, legitimate concerns, 
administrational issues, etc. The deployment of conflict resolution tools and building consensus are 
critical issues of discussion and pose particular challenges for decision makers and practitioners. 
This paper presents a comprehensive approach to (a) understand the dynamics of conflicts on a dam 
construction project and (b) predict the outcome of negotiations between water users. A case study 
methodology is adopted. Qualitative and quantitative data were gathered from consultations 
processes taken place prior to the operation start of Peiros – Parapeiros Dam (PPD), in North 
Peloponnisos Peninsula (Greece). The applied model is the Evolutionary Model for Multilateral 
Negotiation (EMMN). The paper intends to demonstrate the utility of negotiation support systems 
(NSS) in exploring coalitions and building consensus. The following analysis is based on graph 
theory (GT), conflict analysis (CA), data envelopment analysis (DEA), principal component 
analysis (PCA) and fuzzy logic (FL). A sensibility analysis is conducted to quantify the impact of 
“weight power” on multilateral negotiations. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of a brief literature review 
of studies on dam conflicts around the world and makes a short introduction of PPD and the arising 
conflicts. The EMMN is described in Section 3. The model application follows in Section 4 where 
the results are presented. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2. DAMS AND CONFLICTS 

2.1 Overview  

Dams, by design, alter the natural flow regime and with it the surrounding society and 
environment. Hence, dams provoke significant impacts on society, economy and environment. 
Moreover, by default, dams pose a common property problem which is a critical potential for 
conflict. Therefore, dams are associated with several types of conflicts.  

In literature, various works on conflict and negotiation over shared waters have been published 
over the years. Narrowing down the topic, there is an extended discussion with empirical evidence 
and case studies over dam conflicts. One of the earliest studies in the context is that of Rogers 
(1969), who analyzed the disputes between India and Pakistan about the water of Ganges and 
Brahmaputra rivers by using techniques of linear programming and game theory. Game theory has 
been successfully employed to explore and model dam conflicts by adding insights into potential 
for cooperation (Dinar et al. 2013). In the coming years, game theory and many hybrid methods 
have been applied to different conflict situations in the construction and operation of large dams and 
reservoirs (Young et al. 1982; Lund and Palmer 1997; Mahjouri and Ardestani 2011; Lee 2012; 
Suttinon et al. 2012). A growing body of research examines policy and institutional arrangements 
(Awakul and Ogunlana, 2002; Mahato and Ogunlana, 2011), like the present work which uses a 
game-rooted model, EMMN. 

2.2 Peiros – Parapeiros dam conflict  

Peiros – Parapeirtos Dam (PPD) is located in the northernmost of Peloponnisos peninsula in 
Greece and about 30 km SW from Patras city. It collects water from the Peiros River and the 
Parapeiros River and its purpose is to provide water to Patras Municipality (PM), to industrial area 
of Patras (IAP) and to other two smaller municipalities adjacent to the reference area; Erymanthos 
Municipality (EM) and Western Achaia Municipality (WAM). The whole project is comprised by a 
low concrete diversion dam on the Peiros River that diverts water via a tunneled pipeline to a high 
embankment dam across the Parapeiros River. There is a daedalus water supply network carrying 
raw water to the water treatment plant of Patras city and treated water (elaborated by a treatment 
plant next to the storage dam) to the other two municipalities and IAP. Still, PPD is under 
construction. The up-coming completion of works will bring a new main source of water to more 
than 1,200,000 residents and visitors throughout the NW Peloponnisos Peninsula. In full operation 
of the project (target year 2035), the served population is estimated to 2,300,000 inhabitants 
(Demetrakopoulos et al., 2013). 

PPD has generated many conflicts in regional level. One example of conflict concerns the height 
of compensation fees during land expropriation, as some court disputes are still continued. These 
conflicts have delayed the project and affected adversely the total cost. However, nowadays with 
the up-coming PPD completion, conflicts mostly focus on institutional issues. The aforementioned 
four main users (three municipalities and an industrial area), which are called Decision Makers 
(DM), have to decide how they are going to manage and operate the new reservoir that stores water 
behind the dam. Still, there is no corresponding consensus about the technical and financial 
management of the dam and its accompanying projects The continuous consultations between 
institutions and users’ representatives have revealed that the formation of a joint agreement is not an 
easy task to be accomplished, due to arising disputes and conflicting preferences regarding dam’s 
jurisdiction/supervision, legal status of dams' commissioner and obligations regarding operational 
cost of the dam. That fact slows down the completion of project works and jeopardizes the 
operation of the dam by provoking delays in expected benefits for the community of the broader 
region (Podimata and Yannopoulos, 2015b). 

In 2012 negotiations started among PM, EM WAM and IAP regarding the jurisdiction of the 
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dam and the legal representation of the authority responsible for the reservoir’s management. The 
negotiation continued in 2013 and 2014, but they failed since there were competing views on the 
appropriate organizational and funding scheme of the dam’s administrator. After a comprehensive 
survey and reviewing roundtable discussions during that meeting and the official announcements of 
involving parties in PPD conflict, five major scenarios were conducted, described in Table 1. The 
same table ranks each scenario from most (1) to least preferred (5), illustrating the preference 
ranking of each DM (Podimata and Yannopoulos, 2015a). 

 
Table 1. PPD jurisdiction scenarios and preference ranking 

Scenario Details Preference ranking 
  PM EM WAM IAP 

Sc1 The three municipalities should manage PPD by their own, without any IAP’s 
participation in decision-making processes 

2 1 1 5 

Sc2 All four major users of the dam (three municipalities along with IAP) should be charged 
with managing PPD and implementing associated regulations for its operation. 

4 2 2 1 

Sc3 Municipality of Patras should exclusively manages PPD. 3 5 5 4 
Sc4 PPD is a public project. The state should undertake the PPD management in financial 

and technical level (e.g. in a state-owned enterprise form). 
1 3 4 3 

Sc5 The administration of PPD should be undertaken by an independent organization, 
following purely private-economic patterns but incorporating representatives from 
government authorities, municipalities and IAP 

5 4 3 2 

3. EVOLUTIONARY MODEL FOR MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS 

3.1 Model overview 

The Evolutionary Model for Multilateral Negotiations (EMMN) is a novel negotiation support 
system for modeling and analyzing conflicts among multiple participants. It was developed at the 
University of Waterloo (Canada) by Sheikhmohammady (2009) –original formulation– and by 
Sheikhmohammady et al. (2012). EMMN examines DM’s preferences by pair-wise comparisons 
and provides priority sequences of preference statements, which are combined with the power of 
DM during negotiations processes and their building support intention to form coalitions with other 
DM.  

Each conflict-game consists of (adapted from Sheikhmohammady 2009): 
n a set of DM , 

n a set of alternative agreements  ℕ alternatives, 

n a set of preference rankings  over  for each DM. The preference relation follows the 
binary relation pattern of GMCR II. It is assumed that all preferences are transitive, 

n a set of power weights of the negotiating parties  

n a set of possible coalitions among DM  

n a set of negotiation states , ℕ. Each state consists of an 
alternative and a non-empty subset of DM, who support that alternative as the outcome of the 
negotiation, e.g. state  stands for the negotiation state  (where ), which is 
supported by a group of DM, ∅. Remark that the set of all mathematically 
possible states are . Note also that a negotiation state  is feasible if 

 where  is a threshold number standing for the minimum strength of a 

coalition to consolidate an agreement.  
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Table 2. EMMN algorithms (adapted from Sheikmohammady, 2009) 

Movement 
Type (Details) State Criteria Likelihood of movements (L) Fuzzy 

categories 
Preferential 
Improvement 
(PI) 

   

Agglomeration 
(AG) 

 
 

  

Disloyalty (DL) 
 

 
  

Strategic 
Disimprovemen
t (SD) 

 

 

 

 
 

Preferential Improvement (PI): Move to a more preferred alternative 
Agglomeration (AG): Join a coalition since new state is acceptable to all DM 
Disloyalty (DL): Move from a coalition to other coalition more preferred 
Strategic Disimprovement (SD) :Move from infeasible coalition to a less preferable but feasible coalition 

4. MODEL APPLICATION 

4.1 Calibrating power asymmetries 

During negotiation processes, it is crucial to address player's power asymmetries and dynamics. 
However, the concept of power is multidimensional, complex and not always quantitative. Authors 
calculated DM’s relative power by applying a Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) model 
and comparing one's side strength factors to the others, such as population dynamics, geographical 
criteria, water release rates and organizational status. Seven criteria were considered to be 
influential elements of DM capabilities in negotiations about PPD for the estimation of DM’s power 
weights. These criteria are the following: (a) Population served by dam’s operation, (b) Territorial 
jurisdiction of the dam, (c) Territorial jurisdiction of the formed watershed, (d) Water release rate, 
(e) Coverage rate of water supply needs, (f) Administrative capacity, and (g) Other administrative 
characteristics. 

All criteria were scaled appropriately in order to compare the data in a fair manner. The 
conducted scales were a) linear (analogue mode), b) logarithmic (boosts weak DM) and c) powered 
(debilitates weak DM). The analysis showed that power ranking follows a stable pattern; i.e. PM 
and IAP are the dominant DM and the other two municipalities follow. Data Envelopment Analysis 
method (DEA), a linear programming technique proposed by Charnes et al. (1978), was applied to 
find out a) the relative importance of each criterion utilized for assessing DM power's weight and b) 
the most favorable set of relative weights for each DM. After applying Principal Components 
Analysis (PCA) over power weight criteria, the analysis showed that the first principal component 
for all cases is the population criterion, which is a quite logical assumption. PCA also showed that 
C6 and C7 (territorial criteria) are highly correlated, in all cases. The power rating of each DM in 
negotiation skills, scaled by DEA, is presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. DM’s power weights scaled by DEA 

DM Linear weight Logarithmic weight Power weight 
PM 68,53 64,57 73,45 
EM 49,12 40,56 66,58 
WAM 51,38 42,38 67,16 
IAP 67,08 66,28 72,28 
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4.2 Indentifying negotiation states 

Relying on the above mentioned information, the sum of possible coalitions, is: 

. Noting that there are 4 DM and 5 options for each 

one of them,  potential negotiation states were examined. Table 4 lists the 

negotiation states. An adjacency matrix of size 75 × 75 was used, whose  entry is  meaning 

non-connected  (or, respectively, connected) vertex to  vertex was used in order possible 
movements of involved DM from each state to another to be investigated. Considering that only 
unanimous agreements are feasible, the power threshold for any alternative in the analogue mode of 
the aforementioned scale was set . Note that this index represents the minimum sum of 
DM’s weights in Table 3. The case of coalition between a bold and weak DM was also analyzed. In 
that case the power threshold was set , which presents the minimum sum of EM and IAP 
weights. 

 
Table 4. Negotiation states 

ΙD Scenario DM ΙD Scenario DM ΙD Scenario DM 
1 SC1 PM 26 SC1 C{PM,WAM} 51 SC1 C{PM,EM,WAM} 
2 SC2 PM 27 SC2 C{PM,WAM} 52 SC2 C{PM,EM,WAM} 
3 SC3 PM 28 SC3 C{PM,WAM} 53 SC3 C{PM,EM,WAM} 
4 SC4 PM 29 SC4 C{PM,WAM} 54 SC4 C{PM,EM,WAM} 
5 SC5 PM 30 SC5 C{PM,WAM} 55 SC5 C{PM,EM,WAM} 
6 SC1 EM 31 SC1 C{PM,ΒΙΠΕ} 56 SC1 C{PM,EM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
7 SC2 EM 32 SC2 C{PM,ΒΙΠΕ} 57 SC2 C{PM,EM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
8 SC3 EM 33 SC3 C{PM,ΒΙΠΕ} 58 SC3 C{PM,EM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
9 SC4 EM 34 SC4 C{PM,ΒΙΠΕ} 59 SC4 C{PM,EM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
10 SC5 EM 35 SC5 C{PM,ΒΙΠΕ} 60 SC5 C{PM,EM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
11 SC1 WAM 36 SC1 C{EM,WAM} 61 SC1 C{PM,WAM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
12 SC2 WAM 37 SC2 C{EM,WAM} 62 SC2 C{PM,WAM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
13 SC3 WAM 38 SC3 C{EM,WAM} 63 SC3 C{PM,WAM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
14 SC4 WAM 39 SC4 C{EM,WAM} 64 SC4 C{PM,WAM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
15 SC5 WAM 40 SC5 C{EM,WAM} 65 SC5 C{PM,WAM,ΒΙΠΕ} 
16 SC1 IAP 41 SC1 C{EM,IAP} 66 SC1 C{EM,WAM,IAP} 
17 SC2 IAP 42 SC2 C{EM,IAP} 67 SC2 C{EM,WAM,IAP} 
18 SC3 IAP 43 SC3 C{EM,IAP} 68 SC3 C{EM,WAM,IAP} 
19 SC4 IAP 44 SC4 C{EM,IAP} 69 SC4 C{EM,WAM,IAP} 
20 SC5 IAP 45 SC5 C{EM,IAP} 70 SC5 C{EM,WAM,IAP} 
21 SC1 C{PM,EM} 46 SC1 C{WAM,IAP} 71 SC1 C{PM,EM,WAM,IAP} 
22 SC2 C{PM,EM} 47 SC2 C{WAM,IAP} 72 SC2 C{PM,EM,WAM,IAP} 
23 SC3 C{PM,EM} 48 SC3 C{WAM,IAP} 73 SC3 C{PM,EM,WAM,IAP} 
24 SC4 C{PM,EM} 49 SC4 C{WAM,IAP} 74 SC4 C{PM,EM,WAM,IAP} 
25 SC5 C{PM,EM} 50 SC5 C{WAM,IAP} 75 SC5 C{PM,EM,WAM,IAP} 

4.3 EMMN outcome 

Testing the unanimous agreement scenario (when ), the model predicts 256 possible 
movements from initial to subsequent negotiation states, in total of 5,625 cases (=75×75 
combinations). The model identifies all the preferable movements (90), the agglomeration ones 
(117), the disloyalty ones (28), the strategic disimprovements (21) and their associated likelihoods. 
EMMN predicts 5 states where there aren't any movements away from them (stable states). It also 
calculates 8 states where there is no movement to them but there are very likely movements from 
these states to others (non desirable states). The model outcome showed that state with ID 72 and 74 
get the highest score. Hence, we interpret that this negotiation model predicts as most likely 
outcomes the coalition about a) the joint operation of the dam by all users (Sc.2) and b) the 
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exclusive state control of the dam (Sc.4). Figure 1(a) visualizes a normalized path of negotiation 
process which illustrates the possible moves from each state to another (adjacency graph). 

In the second case (when ), the results of the model give a more complex picture of 
the negotiation processes with 397 allowable movements; a predictable fact since the number of 
feasible states was increased. EMMN predicts alike results regarding stability and disinterest 
presented in Table 8, with the exception of adding state with ID 59 which is characterized as stable 
and feasible. EMMN gives highest score on state with ID 51. State with ID 67 follows and states 
with ID 72 and 74 are subsequent. Hence, we interpret that Sc.1 and Sc.2 with 3-membered 
coalitions are most likely outcomes of the negotiation process. The corresponding adjacency graphs 
are presented in Figure 1(b). 

 

Figure 2. EMMN normalized adgacency graphs 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper explores the case of Peiros-Parapeiros Dam (PPD) currently being built in Greece and 
reviews the experience of conflicts over PPD jurisdiction. Finding joint agreements and finding 
confidence-building cooperation schemes (cooperative arrangements) are thorny issues. This paper 
analyzes the positions of involving parties and examines possible states of conflict resolution by 
using the evolutionary model for multilateral negotiations (EMMN). The model application reveals 
the pathway of negotiations and illustrated how negotiation processes could evolve. Joint operation 
of the dam by all users (Sc.2) seems to be the prevalent model outcome in both cases conducted. 
However, the results of the model depend strongly on the power threshold value. Power threshold 
evaluation requires an in-depth knowledge of a DM's profile in order to model asymmetry in 
negotiations. That's why authors paid attention to power ranking with DEA incorporation, PCA 
inclusion and three-leveled scaling. Lessons yielded by PPD conflict may offer “how to” ideas to 
investigate multistakeholder partnerships and coalitions that reduce conflicts which would 
otherwise retard the wider development effectiveness of large dams. 
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